The variety of features in Ishtar Terra compels a somewhat segmented approach. Section 2 is the major part of this paper, which contains detailed description and interpretation for each of the seven provinces. Section 3 draws on section 2 to identify and interpret characteristic feature types. Section 4 attempts to infer the contemporary structure and kinematics of Ishtar Terra, plus the evolution leading thereto.
ANALYSES OF PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROVINCES
These analyses are varied in form not only because of the differences in character among the seven provinces (Figure 2 ) but also because the effort was necessarily divided among coauthors. For purposes ofdescription, we divide the provinces into 28 regions, some of them evident in Figure 2 , others defined on the geomorphic unit maps. 1. The farst is NW trending troughs. Troughs oriented N45ø-50øW of variable width and spacing are observed in the eastern exposure ( Figure 9 ). Broad troughs with grabenlike morphology are observed throughout the exposure, many of them extensively flooded by volcanism. They are 2-3 km wide, 5-25 km apart, and up to 130 km in length. The maximum lengths are obscured by flooding. Several of these troughs extend beyond the Tr unit boundary into the surrounding plains. Near 64.2øN, 351øE a trough is associated with a Series of rounded "levees," similar in appearance to spatter ramparts observed along terrestrial basaltic fissure eruptions. This association suggests that some of the volcanic resurfacing on Lakshmi may have been fissure-fed, with fissures emplaced along preexisting zones of weakness in the bedrock tessera. Narrower troughs or fractures less than 1 km in width are also observed. These closely spaced structures are less than 1 km apart and form a pervasive fabric in the eastern exposure. East of 350øE many of these fractures extend into the surrounding plains, as do the broader troughs mentioned above.
KAULA •-T AL.' STYLES OF DEFORMATION IN ISHTAR
Troughs and scarps oriented N50ø-60øW are observed in the western large exposure of Tr. These structures are not as distinctive as those in the eastern exposure, possibly due to lower amounts of volcanic inf'fil that highlights the grabenlike troughs to the east. This is consistent with the observation that this exposure of ridged terrain (Tr) is slightly higher, on the average, than the eastern exposure. The typical spacing and width of these structures are so narrow that they form a fine NW-trending linear fabric of scarps and lineaments, some of them clearly troughs. Their widths are from less than 1 km to 10 km, with spacings of 1 to 5 km. Their lengths are up to 180 km, but the maximum length is obscured by flooding. The wider troughs are often filled by lavas, suggesting that the minimum width is also obscured by flooding. Some of these structures extend into the region of fractured terrain (Tf) to the NW.
2. The second is NE trending lineaments. Ridges, scarps, and troughs oriented N20-30E are observed in the eastern exposure of ridged terrain. These structures are 1-4 km in width and spacing. They appear to be highly degraded and flooded narrow troughs. Faint ridges with similar orientations and morphologies are observed partially buried in the surrounding plains and may represent more heavily flooded regions of the unit.
Troughs oriented N45ø60øE are observed in the western exposure of ridged terrain (Tr). These structures are similar in morphology to the NW-trending troughs and scarps but are not as pervasively distributed. They are concentrated in the western end of the exposure, near 65.6øN, 341øE, where they are partially flooded by lavas. Widths and spacings are approximately 1-5 km.
3. The third is approximately N-S trending lineaments. Broad troughs (about 3 km wide, spaced 20-40 km, more than 100 km long and oriented N0o-10oW to N0o-10oE) are observed throughout the eastern exposure of ridged terrain. These troughs are heavily degraded, and appear to be crosscut by most of the other structures in this exposure. To the west, highly degraded troughs, scarps and ridges oriented N0-15W are observed. Many of them appear to be flooded and crosscut or offset along strike (e.g., 65.8øN, 341øE). These structures are clustered in three locations (63.8øN, 346øE; 65.6øN, 344.5øE; 66øN, 339.5øE); Their spacings are 24 km; grabenlike troughs are less than about 4 km wide, while the ridges and scarps are 1-3 km wide. Lengths exceed 100 km. Some of these structures extend into the plains to the north and into the region of fractured terrain to the NW.
Orientations of structures within the smaller exposures of ridged terrain (Tr) are difficult to measure precisely, but they appear to be similar to those of the structures in the larger exposures.
Volcanism has flooded not only the margins but also the interior of ridged terrain. A few small pits and a chain of pits are observed that may be local volcanic sources (e.g., 65.15øN, 349.7øE).
Fractured Terrain (TjO (Figure 8 ; F-MIDRPs 65N330, 65N342, 70N339). This terrain was originally mapped from Venera imagery as a "grooved plains" unit by Roberts and Head [1990a] ). It was interpreted by Pronin [1986] to be a system of faults formed under tension: see Figure 8 . The fractured terrain, concentrated 250 km north of Sacajawea (67øN, 338.5øE), consists of linear to curvilinear fractures and troughs trending along three dominant orientations: N25ø-30øW, N25ø-30øE, and N0ø-5øE. These structures range in width from less than 1 km to 3 kin; 1-1.5 km is typical. Their spacing varies from 1 to 25 km, but usually it is less than 5 kin. Their lengths extend at least 150-225 km. The boundary between exposures of fractured terrain and ridged terrain is transitional. There is a gradual change from the rugged relief of the western large exposure of ridged terrain and the lower relief of fractured terrain, which is essentially characterized by plains cut by fractures and troughs. Some of the troughs in the fractured terrain (Tf) appear to continue up to 200 km beyond the mapped border of the unit into the northern plains, where they parallel the troughs at the NE border of the plateau (Figure 22 ). This extension suggests that fxactured terrain may have once formed a more pervasive fabric on the plateau. The part preserved from flooding is a local topographic high, like the units of ridged terrain. Alternatively, these unusually long troughs may be related to the stresses associated with the unbuttressed plateau border and hence are not part of an underlying pervasive strctural fabric. 4øN, 337øE ). Widths range from less than 1 km to approximately 3 km. Spacing varies from 1-4 km to up to 10-20 km, decreasing toward the mountain belt. Ridges are up to 140 km in length. The most prominent ridges are observed where the altitude increases 0.5-1.0 km toward Freyja Montes. Troughs, many with grabenlike morphology, also parallel eastern Freyja and the border between Lakshmi and the North Basin and Scarp Province (e.g., 68øN, 341øE). These structures are 1-2 km wide, 40-200 km long, and spaced 3-10 km apart. They do not parallel northern Freyja, where the mountain range trends eastwest. There is a general transition from troughs nearest the edge of the plateau-North Basin boundary to ridges inboard of the plateau. The troughs may be the result of relaxation of the plateau edge where it is unsupported by the North Basin, whereas ridges are probably related to compressional stresses associated with the formation of the mountain belt.
Faint EW trending lineaments similar to wrinkle ridges in morphology are observed in a zone extending south from Freyja to about 69øN, between longitudes 330ø-337øE. These lineaments are characterized by broad arches up to 10 km in width and often have crenulated ridge crests about 600 m wide. They are spaced about 10 km apart and have lengths ranging from 50 to 200 km. Similar structures with more strongly developed ridge crests are observed south of 69.5øN, trending N30ø-45øW. The origin of these structures is unclear but is thought to be related to some degree of crustal shortening. 8øN, 333øE; Figure 14) , is located at the intersection of Vesta Rupes and Clotho Tessera: a remarkable coincidence with a change in tectonic trends.
Clotho Tessera (Figures 14 and 15 ; F-MIDRPs 60N334, 60N344, 55N337). Clotho Tessera is southeast of Danu Montes and is broader and gentler in slope than Vesta Rupes. It contains two regions with distinct morphologies. In southern Clotho Tessera, one linear trend is more pronounced than any other trend. This region is classified as ridged terrain (Tr, Figure 13 ). Just to the south of the lens-shaped ridges in Danu Montes, Clotho Tessera is highly disrupted, with no dominant trend. This area is mapped as disrupted terrain (Td, Figure  13 ). In this region, there is some continuation of the NW-SE and NE- In the subparallel ridge terrain (T1) of Clotho Tessera, the youngest tectonic trend appears to be the approximately EW set of lineaments which cut the plains and southeastern Clotho Tessera. The narrow width, great length, and apparent lack of relief of these lineaments imply that they are fxactures. In a few cases, such as at 53øN, 336øE, the fractures appear to be graben sets, suggesting that all They also show numerous small offsets and curvatures, but we are unable to distinguish whether these latter features are due to structure or artifacts due to local relief.
Eastern Freyja Montes (F-MIDRPs 75N332, 75N351, 70N339). Eastern Freyja is similarly dominated by broad anastomosing ridges;
here the ridge orientation is NS. This fabric is truncated to the north by Itzpapalotl Tessera, near 75øN. NW-trending troughs cross cut the ridges (e.g., 72.5øN, 339øE). Ridge-parallel troughs are more prevalent to the south, projecting out of the mountains and on and just above the scarp bounding Lakshmi Planurn (71øN, 339øE to 67øN, 342øE) . Ridges are found on both sides of this trough zone: widely spaced ridges occur farther westward into the plateau (e.g, 69øN, 338øE) and numerous sharp asymmetric ridges dominate to the east at the lower elevations of the North Basin (70øN, 341øE; Figure 22 ). These latter ridges in particular appear westward vergent, in contrast to the symmetric appearance ofridges in central Freyja. Note, however, that this effect could be due solely to radar foreshortening; apparent displacements would then indicate ridge heights of several hundred meters. As in central Freyja, a secondary set of troughs is also present in eastern Freyja. Two sets of troughs, WNW-and NNE trending, intersect in a NS-elongate low oval rise at 72øN, 343øE. The region of intersecting troughs correlates, at least in part, with a topographic high; its southern half is bounded by slopes of 5ø- 
North Scarp and Basin
This province is less marked in topographic variation than the mountain belts to the west or east, but nonetheless has strong structural trends. We divide it into western, central., and eastern regions.
Western 3. Relations between troughs and ridges within unit Td indicate that troughs postdate ridge formation. According to above interpretations of these features, this indicates that extension followed shortening in these regions.
Steep-sided troughs often crosscut plains-Tf boundaries on
Lakshmi.
NW-trending fractures on Lakshmi crosscut (and thus postdate) plains ridges there.
6. Where crosscutting relationships can be determined at all, scarpparallel ridges along the base of South Scarp in some cases appear to truncate NW-trending fractures (e.g., 6 IøN, 344øE).
Crosscutting trends in Clotho Tessera suggest that scarp-parallel ridges postdate NS-trending ridges (in T1)
Kinematic sequence. A proposed sequence of events is given in Figure 30 . The observed structural features, their crosscutting relationships, and the interpreted modes of origin suggest a scenario (described below) for the formation of the South Scarp and Basin Province. It is important to note that although individual "events" are described, the formation of the region most likely proceeded as a series of interleaving tectonic and volcanic events. line that runs from 65øN, 0øE to 66.5øN, 359øE and then turns   northeastward to run to 69øN, 4øE, beyond which it continues in the  lowlands in a northerly direction to beyond 72øN, 3øE There are no apparent indications of either gravitational or impact modification throughout the region. In much of the higher parts, above 9.5 km elevation, there are bright sinuous lineaments, less than 0.5 km wide and 2-4 km apart, running NS, at about 45 ø to the main features, most marked near 64øN, 4øE, which might be caused by gravitationally influenced stress. They also could be interpreted as The evident interpretation is that Maxwell Montes is undergoing severe contemporary compression, in a SWW-NEE direction. This compression (and associated downflow) must extend rather deep to account for the geoid high in the vicinity. We hope a much more detailed gravity field will be obtained to help examine this hypothesis. Across the main edifice of Maxwell this compression is manifested by overthrusting, faulting, and folding, with negligible indications of shear or gravitational modification. This need for contemporary compression does not rule out a long history of convergence and thickening of crustal blocks which contribute to compensation of the topographic high, involving both imbrication near the surface and , .
Initially, EW-directed shortening is manifested in the formation of shortening features oriented NS in Clotho Tessera
.... In this section, we collect the various parts into terrain types, identify common features of a type, plus variations within them. These types are (1) upland plains; (2) mountain belts; (3) outboard plateaus; (4)smooth scarps; and (5) basins. The order of presentation is from the center outward. The one great upland plains feature, Lakshmi P lanum, does have a quite central character and thus a central role, while the mountain belts and smooth scarps are peripheral thereto and the outboard plateaus and basins in turn are peripheral to the belts and smooth scarps. Furthermore, the belts and plateaus are appropriately considered before the scarps and basins because they are more closely related to contemporary tectonics.
Placing the upland plain first gives an orientation for the most difficult task, the inference of structural patterns cutting across provinces: to first order, radial in-or-out, tangential clockwise-orcounter, but not neglecting either secondary internal patterns or broader patterns reflecting processes influencing areas even larger than Ishtar.
Upland Plains
As discussed in section 2.1, there appears to be a well-defined age sequence from the ridged terrains (centering near 65øN, 345øE) In all the outboard plateaus there are lineaments at appreciable angles to the main trends. In somecases, these crosscutting trends can be traced into the adjacent lowlands. They are much less marked than the strike-slip trends seen in imaging radar of Asia north of the Himalayan orogeny on Earth, and they are not as readily relatable to features likely to be due to contemporary tectonics, such as the In the north, the convexity is one great sweep over about 900 km, making a smooth bend of slightly more than 90 ø, centered near 67øN, 344øE. The northsouth arm of this sweep is the smoother, but nonetheless marked throughout by f'me troughs less than 1 km wide, over a width of 40-80 km, contrasting with the radar dark plains of the plateau and the anastomosing lineaments of the basin. The only prominent crosscut of these trends is an irregular trough 5 km wide 68ø-69øN, 343øE. But in the eastwest arm, east of 345øE, the downslope of the scarp is cut by many more rilles 1-3 km wide at 4-12 km intervals.
In the south, the convexity is broken up into three scallops, varying from a 180 ø semicircle 180 km in diameter in the west to a smooth bend of only 20 ø over 270 km in the east. There also is a marked decrease from west to east in the number of troughs parallel to the scarp. But the topographic drop remains the stone, and near 359øE, just south of a caldera, the imagery is uniformly dark. The number of upland troughs at appreciable angles to the scarps increases appreciably from west to east.
The scarps are not entirely without areas of disrupted terrain. In the north, there occur a series of troughs at the eastem extreme, 345.5 ø-348øE, at the apex of the northwest ann of Maxwell Montes. In the south, there occur severe lineaments and two large troughs in the cusp between the Central and West basins. In both north and south, these distorted terrains are of limited extent, less than 150 km, and do not appear to be related to trends in the basins below. However, those in the south scarp are among the features paralleling the Maxwell front, 500 km to the east.
Basins
The basins below the scarps are similar in appearance to the lowland plains that dominate the surface of Venus. However, they do have appreciable elevation: about 2 km above MPR in the south and 3.5 km in the north. Like most of the lowland plains, they contain a variety of patterns, suggestive of long geological histories with changes in trends from one epoch to another. In both cases, sequences of events can be inferred. In the north basin, the more recent events appear associated with either Itzpapalotl to the northwest or Maxwell to the southeast, but in the south basin they seem more local and not so directly related to whatever forces raise the major features of Ishtar. In particular, there is a striking absence of any continuation of the structural patterns in the imagery of Maxwell Montes to the plains to its south. with a 50% probability range of 1.0-1.9 Ga and a 90% range of 0.7-2.3 Ga [Kaula, manuscript in preparation]. Thus Ishtar has a high probability of containing relicts going back more than 1.0 Ga in age.
Stmm
In this time, there could have been considerable shift of the tectonic and volcanic forces affecting Ishtar. Just how, and why, these shifts occur is obscure, compared to Earth, because Venus lacks an asthenosphere [Kiefer et al., 1986; Phillips, 1990] . This lack leads to changes being generated much more by conditions within the upper mantle that can be quite regional, rather than by conditions associated with large tecton• plates generated by global scale flow. In other words, Ishtar's structure evidences that the pattern of flow can vary appreciably over a few hundred kilometers within Venus: a contrast to Earth (certainly to Earth's oceans), where patterns are controlled over thousands of kilometers by the tectonic plates. Because of the high upper mantle viscosity required by the high geoid: topography ratios, Venus probably gets rid of its heat in a style that is more regional, i.e., shorter wavelength, than does Earth . Probably both the material velocities and rates of change in the pattern are somewhat slower than Earth's. The result for a complex of heterogeneities generated in earlier times, such as Ishtar Terra, is a marked variation of characteristics over distances of a few hundred kilometers.
Doubtless there is vigorous contemporary convergence contributing a major share to the uplift of Maxwell Montes. Aspects of contemporary dynamics that are more in doubt are whether there is continued strong underthrusting under Freyja and whether there is an upflow under LakshmiPlanum. Ifthere is, then there can exist marked variations in the flow pattern of Venus's upper mantle over distances of a few hundred kilometers, as in some convergent zones on Earth, despite the high viscosity. It seems clear that over the long past of Ishtar Terra there has been a shifting around of tectonic and volcanic activity, much influenced by structures relict from earlier phases. The time scale ofthese shifts is unsure, but it is likely, from the complexity of Ishtar structures as well as crater density, that they have gone on for more than 1.0 b.y., as well as generating structures that are relatively new. But we cannot hope to resolve conclusively the contemporary density structure, and thence the flow patterns, without a more detailed gravity field, which requires circularization of the orbit of Magellan.
